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SIRUI Introduces the Perfect
Ultra-Compact Travel Tripod Kits
Even with today’s advanced digital still and video cameras, there’s a need for high quality, stable tripods.
Whether you’re vacationing, hiking or just walking around town, a tripod greatly improves image quality
and lets you get into the picture. But, it needs to be compact and light-weight so you’ll have it with you
when you need it!
The New SIRUI T-004X and T-024X kits do just that! They can stand up to 58 inches tall, yet fold
down to only 15.7 inches - small enough to fit into a bag or backpack! Don’t let the compact size
fool you. These tripods are incredibly stable and can hold up to 13.2 lbs. They’re designed for
today's 4/3 mirrorless cameras, compact DSLRs, camcorders, and point and shoot digital cameras.
The SIRUI T-004X tripod is a robust aluminum series tripod kit that comes in Blue, Red or Black and
weighs only 2.5 lb. The rugged SIRUI T-024X tripod kit with lightweight, 8 layer 100% Carbon Fiber
legs, weighs only 2 lb. and provides enhanced vibration reduction.
The legs fold up 180° for extra compactness and the ½ turn leg locks make setup and breakdown
fast and easy. The 3 leg angle positions are easy to adjust and provide maximum flexibility and
control on uneven terrain.
The SIRUI T-004/024 has a center column that moves up and down for fast and easy height adjustments. And the included short center column lets you get as close as 4.9 inches (125mm) to the
ground.
Like the entire professional line of SIRUI tripods, there is no compromise in quality. Aluminum alloy
parts are high temperature forged for maximum strength and SIRUI's custom anodized surface treatment insures superior wear and corrosion resistance.
This impressive tripod kit includes the compact SIRUI C-10X Ball Head - a rugged, high quality ball
head that perfectly matches the tripod. It has a separate knob for panning and a main lock for added
control and creativity. The Arca-compatible Quick Release platform adds total flexibility and the
head includes a SIRUI Quick Release Plate.
The SIRUI T-004X/024X Tripod kit is the perfect addition to your photo system. Lightweight, compact,
portable and incredibly stable. It’s always there when you need it!

SIRUI T-024X Carbon Fiber Compact Tripod Kit
1. Ultra-compact - only 15.7 in. when folded
2. Short center column allows for table top use, macro and low angle shooting
3. Lightweight 8 layer 100% Carbon Fiber legs for increased strength and vibration reduction
4. Legs fold up 180° for extra compactness
5. Forged for greater strength and reduced weight
6. For speed and convenience, each leg has an automatic leg angle lock mechanism
7. 3 leg angle positions for uneven terrain
8. Hook on the bottom of the tripod can also hold a weight bag for increased stability!

SIRUI T-004X Aluminum Compact Tripod Kit
1.Ultra-compact - only 15.7 in. when folded
2. Short center column allows for table top use, macro and low angle shooting
3. Legs fold up 180° for extra compactness
4. Forged for greater strength and reduced weight
5. For speed and convenience, each leg has an automatic leg angle lock mechanism
6. 3 leg angle positions for uneven terrain
7. Hook on the bottom of the tripod can also hold a weight bag for increased stability!
As with all Sirui Products the new T-004X/T-024X Tripod Kits come with a 6-year U.S. warranty when
purchased from a U.S. Authorized SIRUI Dealer.
Sirui Products are distributed in the U.S exclusively by Argraph Corporation and are available from
retailers nationwide.
About Argraph:
Argraph Corporation and its subsidiaries are leading manufacturers and distributors of photographic and
imaging products since 1953. Headquartered in Carlstadt, NJ, Argraph offers unique and innovative
products through retailers across the country, and around the world. Additional information is available at
www.argraph.com.
About Sirui:
SIRUI Photographic Equipment Industry Co., Ltd, founded in 2001, has quickly become one of the leading
manufacturers of photographic equipment. Located in Zhongshan, in the southern part of the Pearl River
Delta, they specialize in the manufacture of professional tripods, monopods, ball heads and related
accessories. By continuously investing in advanced tooling, innovative technologies and precision
machinery - in concert with a highly trained design and engineering team - SIRUI is able to produce high
quality products from design concept to parts manufacture to final assembly.

Click HERE for additional information about the SIRUI T-004X/T-024 Ultra-Compact Tripod Kits
Click HERE for information about our complete SIRUI Product Line

